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Stacey, could you
please have a glass of water instead
of more Champagne? I’m so tired of your
excessive behaviour; last night at the Tate
you were so fucking drunk I had trouble
keeping you upright.

Hip. Text by Oliver Kielmayer, photos by Sandi Paucic. Starring Anna Kanai (Tracey), Clelia Kanai (Stacey), René Fahrni (Oliver) and Paul Harper (Christian), guest starring Clare Goodwin
as the crippled third hand. Photos were shot at the opening of Corb N. Egru’s show at k3 project space in Zurich on June 20, 2009. Continues on page 2.

Update: Athens
By artandthecity@hotmail.co.uk

Athens Biennial and Remap2
N. convinced me to buy myself a last minute flight to Athens for the Biennale. Why not – I’d just received a grant and what better way to spend
a few quid. We decide to make it a work trip and devise a plan to make an
artwork together while there in response to the Biennial and the offshoot of
the Biennial called Remap2. On our way to the airport we started talking
about art tourism, vandalism and mark making and it eventually became
clear what we might do while in Athens
We get to Luton and N. changes 500 quid into Euros at the currency exchange counter. As the clerk behind the desk counts the bills, we notice his
hands shaking - I don’t think much of it at the time but it later resonates in
my mind as a precurser of things to come. The cash is bundled into a plastic
Ziploc bag, handed over and we’re off on our merry way up the escalator and
through the baggage scan. There’s enough time for a coffee before the flight
so we stop and are about to sit down – when N. realizes his money’s missing. Sudden panic. He runs back to the baggage scan, me chasing after him
with our hand luggage thinking shit, here we go. After getting security to
run our bags through the scanner again and retracing our steps through the
airport, and me trying to calm down the now frantic N., police are called.
They go through the CCTV footage but to avail. The money has simply
vanished. We’ve now got about seven minutes to get on our flight so we run
like hell to our gate only to see through the locked waiting room door the
ground crew pulling the mobile staircase away from the aircraft. We bang
on the glass door of the waiting room but it’s pointless. We’ve missed our
flight. Not really a good start. Eventually we decide to buy another ticket for the only available next flight leaving at 6am in the morning. In the
meantime we head back into town feeling slightly cheated.
The plane is ready for take off the next morning except that an elderly lady
at the front doesn’t want to sit down. She’s unsure about flying. The staff
talk to her and try to get her to make a decision. They keep saying over and
over “you have five minutes to make a decision”. The five minutes ends up
being about half an hour before a tough air traffic controller lady arrives
and tells her she has to make a decision that minute. We watch as she keeps
waffling, unable to turn the corner into the aisle to get to her seat. Our fellow passengers are sighing and having less and less patience for her. Finally
the pilot says she can’t fly and she has to leave. Suddenly she’s intent on flying. The crew tell her that it’s too late and that she has to leave immediately.
She starts arguing and so the police show up and escort her off. Then they
go to the back of the plane and come back escorting out a youngish guy
wearing a black leather jacket with a Slayer logo on the back. Apparently
the whole while we were watching the elderly lady drama at the front of
the plane, he’d been punching the seat in front of him. After both people
are escorted off, the guy sitting next to us calls over an attendant and tells
her he’s bleeding because he fell in the airport. Now N. and I are seriously
thinking of escorting ourselves off this aircraft. The whole Athens idea suddenly seems like a disaster and we haven’t even left the ground. We both
send frantic texts back to our loved ones… just in case it’s all a sign. We
leave it up to fate and stay on the plane but during the flight I suffer spasms
of pure adrenaline shooting through my body every time the craft experiences a slight bit of turbulence.
We eventually arrive safely though and make our way into the city. Athens
is thick with heat and blaringly bright with mid afternoon sun. After finding
a hotel, we find a paint shop and a tin of yellow house paint. Armed with a
tourist map of Athens, an Athens Biennial map and a Remap2 map we set

about on foot and start trying to find our way around the city. It’s stifling hot
but we’re determined to do this. The first gallery we find, The Apartment,
is closed. We make a yellow X on the floor of the building’s elevator, take
a picture, mark it on our tourist map and head off for the next destination
– Keirameikos – the area where Remap2 is happening. Remap2 is a conglomeration of galleries and several empty buildings that have been taken
over by various galleries. It’s a while before we make it there as we get lost
several times. Every time we stop for a rest, a drink or to look at something
we take out our tin of yellow paint, make an X and document it. We stop
at various places and make yellow marks… a shop window with a selection of handguns and swords on display, a gay sex cinema masquerading as
a straight sex cinema… a small alley of junkies shooting up and snorting
drugs off discarded newspapers…. We make more yellow X’s…..

Finally we reach the hub of Remap2 where galleries like IBID and Peres
Projects are taking over empty flats in a building that was donated for use
by a rich art lover and property developer. We make an X on the floor of
the galleries we find exciting but there’s not many. Most of the work seems
like the kind you find in squats in Berlin except for a few installations like a
room full of photos taken by Iranian kids that were given disposable cameras. The idea is potentially horribly cheesy but the show is surprisingly
moving amongst the pretense of the other work in the building.
We find The Breeder down the street where Jannis Varelas is showing
drawings, collages and sculptures. The gallery itself is like a James Bond
circa 1980 set – with a long exposed ramp leading into the basement space.
The drawings/collages are all black and white and graphite – sort of gothic
and a little trendy. They have a kind of punk collage aesthetic meets space
age folk warrior. N. loves them but I can’t help thinking this is so expected
of The Breeder. We head upstairs again where the assistant takes us to the
top floor of the gallery to what they call “The Playroom” to see Lizi Bougatsos’ show. Her work is thrown together kids toys and bad advertisements
with dildos dipped in paint and stuck on to pictures of Micky Mouse and
school crossing signs. It makes me feel like I’m an idiot or that she’s using
these things to come to terms with child abuse…? She seems to be doing
really well with it as I keep seeing dipped dildos in various art places I go
nowadays. Or maybe people just like her because she’s the singer of Gang
Gang Dance?
One of the Breeder Bears is sitting behind the bar, which is part of The
Playroom. He offers us a glass of wine and we sit down for a chat. We tell
him what we’re doing in Athens and he seems mildly interested. The glass
of wine is a nice gesture that contradicts everything I’ve heard about the
Breeder. We finish our wine and leave, making another yellow X on the
pavement outside the gallery and set off to find more stuff.
After spending the day slowly getting our clothes and bags covered in yellow paint and making yellow X’s all over the town, N. takes me to a gay
cruising ground where we make a few more X’s on the pavement and in

front of the maze of trails winding through the bushes. I buy a few beers and
we watch the men milling around walking back and forth cruising. There
doesn’t seem to be much else going on, it’s four in the morning and my feet
are exhausted so I drag N. away to our hotel room for the night.
The next day we call my friend The History Major and he drives us to the
Biennial, the main portion of which is in one of the buildings that was built
for the Olympics near the waterfront. There’s a lot of very good work – especially video – it’s a strong show and we end up spending several hours
wandering the labyrinth of spaces. Athanasios Argianas stands out for his
sculptures which assemble rocks, screen-like drapes and objects together
into sculptures that look like antique physics experiments in sound. Kenneth Anger stands out too, but everyone already knows about him. We have
a fight over a double screen projection of a skinny jeans hipster dancing as
though he’s either drunk or parapalegic, or both. In one screen he’s dancing
amongst shrubbery with a wheel chair in the background. In the other he’s
dancing in what looks like a small East London gay club. Both dances are
synchronized and drunken but beautifully choreographed in a quasi-disco
kind of way. I love the landscape and disco thing happening but can do without the wheelchair overkill. N. thinks its pretentious and I suppose I agree
now in hindsight but I still love it and wish I would’ve made it myself.
That night we head to an opening of a new huge four-story gallery, whose
name I can’t remember. There’s a massive Steven Shearer text piece on the
side of the building and the show inside is a mix of painting and sculpture
curated by someone that everyone feels the need to tell us is from New York.
There’s a party raging on the top floor of the gallery by the time we get there
but it’s already run out of booze. After a bit of a search we find a forgotten
half full bottle rum, some plastic cups and go for a walk around the space.
We run into a few fellow Londoners and the music is great but everyone is
drunk. We’re not so we enjoy the view on the huge third floor balcony instead, then head down into the gallery to look at the work. I honestly can’t
remember any of it except for the wall piece outside.
The thought of coming to Greece and not swimming in the Sea is really
bothering me, so the next day The Art History Major drives us down to the
coast to get some much needed fresh air and open space. I can’t help but question why I come on these biennial -triennial - quadrilennial -art fair things?
I’m tired from chasing and looking at art and grumpy from lack of sleep. I
always end up wishing I spent more time on the beach, in the park or just
enjoying good food and drink instead of slopping all over the city, exhausted
and getting lost looking for interesting art. The water here is turquoise blue,
salty and the sun is brighter than anything I’ve ever experienced in London.
I’m surrounded by half naked people frolicking together, not to mention the
company of my dear friends N. and The Art History Major. We have a picnic on the beach trying not to let the strong wind and blowing sand bother
us too much, and when we leave we forget to leave a yellow X.
Back in London, The only thing I regret not being able to see was the Mathew Barney performance which happened on the island of Hydra the day
we were meant to arrive in Athens at sunrise and sunset. But I’m beginning
to suspect that I only regret it because it meant traveling to a Greek Island
at sunrise and sunset. I wonder if the yellow X’s will last and if any other
art tourists will see them and wonder what they were about and why they
keep appearing in galleries and on the way to other galleries. At times the
project seemed utterly pointless in a city completely tagged with random
graffiti. Then it also seemed important to leave something small and insignificant that might only be noticed by a few eyes. Traveling to Athens to
see the Biennial and Remap2 was in a way a work vacation but as N. and
I left those repeated marks and documented where we were and what we
saw onto our own map, we increasingly felt like Hansel and Gretel leaving clues to those who might follow in our footsteps and want something
more than art. It felt like a defiant gesture against art tourism - however
small and insignificant.

N. and I spend a few hours together at the copy store making our Athens intervention into a cohesive visual document that maps our 48 hour whirlwind
into a picture diary and map. We call it “In Case We Get Lost” and we send
it out to galleries, curators and to our friends via email and facebook and we
talk about doing it all over again for Venice, for Istanbul… for Prague.
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And it’s me who organises
everything all the time! And it’s me who’s got
the strong arm we use to paint with! I really think we
should split up; I want my own career; and I want my
own massive solo show.

5

Haha! You and a
solo show! If it weren’t so funny it’d be
tragic, really. If we separate, it’s certainly me
who’s gonna have a big solo first. Stacey
solo, haha…

You can’t be serious.
Without me you’d be nothing, either in life or in
art! It’s me who always has the good ideas! And I’m the
one with all the contacts!

2

Oh why don’t you
just shut the fuck up? I’m fed up with
you nagging me all the time; yes, we may be
an artist couple, but my personal life is none
of your business!

3

4
Well, first of
all, I think the title’s totally shit; I
mean, practically anything could be in a
show with a title like that.

Hey Oliver!

Actually I wasn’t asking
for your opinion regarding the show’s title;
I just wanted to know if you would be interested
in showing one of your works in it. To be more precise, I was thinking of the series of drawings you and
Stacey did together called I’m a good girl, I’m a
bad girl.

Oh hi, good to meet you! I’m
working on a group show at Kunsthalle for next year;
its title is If you are me then I am you and I was thinking about
including one of your works.

6

8

To
be honest, Oliver, I’m a bit tired of
showing my work in group shows at the moment.
I’m even tired of showing as an artist couple with Tracey
all the time. I think it’s definitely time for a big solo;
would you give me a solo?

9

12

7

But as soon as
I get rid of Stacey my work’s going to
explode! It’s gonna be free from the lethal influence of this dull and uncreative parasite!

Don’t take
her seriously, I think she’s still
a bit dizzy from all the alcohol in her
brain. The real question is: would you
give me a solo?

Well, to
be frank: I really don’t think that your
body of work is substantial enough at this stage to warrant a solo show. Not even as an artist couple. No offence, but
I think some of your pieces are very good and fit very well into
certain thematic contexts, but some others are really mediocre.
So all together your oeuvre is just… uh… let’s say fine;
and that’s not good enough for a solo.

10

11

It’ll more likely implode.

14

Hi there!

Well I think you
have to sort this out between yourselves first. I know that you’re hip somehow,
but it’s certainly not because of your breathtaking
artwork, it’s more because you are… uh…
special.
Hey Christian, how’s it going?
Hello Christian.
What do you mean we’re special?
Fine thanks! It’s so amazing how many
invitations I get to big shows since I’ve become a
Muslim… It seems like it’s totally hip to be Muslim now;
not only am I in group shows in the best museums all over
the world but also I’m finally getting offered massive
solos! And you?

13

15

Well,
the twins are really driving me
nuts here. I’ve already lost the plot: Stacey
& Tracey want a solo show, but I refuse to give
them one; at the same time they want to separate and then each have a solo show; meaning
two solos; or something like that.

16
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18

17

But
who’s responsible for all this misery? It’s
you, only you! Being in the jury for the art award and
not giving it to us! If we’d have got this award we could have
already been separated by now! We could have finally paid for
the hip operation and I would have been perfectly able
to do my own solo show!

So why
won’t you give them a
solo?
I’m really sorry,
but a solo show only makes sense if an artist
has a body of work that is a real contribution to the
contemporary art discourse. Sometimes it’s also important to
wait until some outside factors are favourable, like a relationship
with a good gallery for example. But Tracey & Stacey work with
a second rate gallery that has no international flavour or range
at all! From my point of view their work is a) not amazing
enough and b) lacking any strategic reason to be
presented in a solo show.

19

Well girls, take a piece
of advice from me and just forget
about your hip operation. If you become
two independent artists you’ll certainly be
far from hip. No offence, but at the moment
you’re fucking freaks, and the art world
likes freaks!

22

With Stacey you
may be right; as an independent artist
she’d be forgotten within a few days!

23

It’s really
unfair, but life in general’s unfair,
so why should it be different in art? You
certainly can’t complain, because you’re not
being treated unfairly but belong to the happy
few who are known and shown. And who
really cares if it’s just because you’re
Siamese twins?

20

Exactly! I think
that’s one of the reasons why they’re doing
fine in the art world; it’s not because of the unique quality
of their work but because they’re so – uh – eye-catching. If they
were ugly overweight women, nobody would even know they produce
art! There are a lot of artists in international shows for a lot of reasons besides the quality of their work. There’s something like an average level consisting of very good artists, but the reason why these artists are known is because
they know the right people or fit into a certain socio-political discourse. And
sometimes it’s just because they’re very good looking, special in whatever
sense or because they are simply lucky. At the same time there’s at least
the same amount of artists with the same artistic qualities but for
reasons of – let’s call it bad luck, they are not part of the
international art world.
I’m sick
of your openly aggressive and
offensive behaviour, I refuse to cooperate with
Weeks then.
you on any project whatsoever. I cannot believe how
However, to come back to my
disrespectfully you treat us artists… And this, coming
first and only question: Would you
from such a mediocre curator like yourself, stuck at
contribute I’m a good girl, I’m a bad girl
your shitty, little, provincial, long way from
to my show, yes or no?
hip Kunsthalle!

Not if I produced a
video about our hip operation!

It seemed hip
enough a minute ago when you were
begging me for a solo show there…

Oliver, you’re fabulous!

24

You can stick your solo
show where the sun doesn’t
shine! I’m off.

Thanks, I know.

25

But I’m not! If Tracey
doesn’t want the solo anymore,
let me do one!

Christian, I think
it’s time to leave and go for a drink.
Isn’t that the artist in the wheelchair who’s
supposed to be hip right now rolling over to
the bar? Actually his work is very similar to
Stacey and Tracey’s so let’s just ask him
for a contribution.

26

21

27
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Update: Berlin
By kielmayer@gmx.net

After one day of visiting all the galleries for contemporary art around
Hamburger Bahnhof on Saturday ( Janet Cardiff at Hamburger Bahnhof
was breathtaking; best show I’ve seen for years!), I spent Sunday on the
Museumsinsel. After walking through the fantastic galleries of Bodeand then Pergamon-Museum, I was so much pleased with having seen
so many high quality exhibits that I knew it might be a bad idea to walk
over to Temporary Kunsthalle Berlin. However, before I was supposed
to meet my artist friends for coffee and cake, there was a little time left
and I decided to include at least one place of contemporary art in my arthistoric Sunday schedule. I took it for a good sign that you can find this
Kunsthalle without any problem or city map; coming from the Museumsinsel you virtually walk into it. Architecturally it’s not a beauty, but being
a temporary space this was not something that bothered me. I later heard
that the blue and white colour scheme at the outside had been designed by
Gerwald Rockenschaub and stands for a cloud in the sky, because it’s also
changing all the time … Oh dear, I should have known this before, because
it shows about the intellectual level you get from this project.
Entering the reception I was surprised; nothing looked temporary really, instead a fully equipped bookstore was there, including a little project
room (bad, certainly only included in order to get money from local
funds) and the reception desk. Neither temporary was the entrance fee:
Of course it depends where you live and what prices you are used to pay,
but in Berlin 6 Euro is a lot; as a reference I dare mention the Bode Museum again, which costs 8 Euro including an audio guide and so much to
see that you can easily spent half a day and more in it. However, it was the
last station on my Sunday art trip and I decided not to surrender because
of 6 Euro. Being a tourist my pockets were full of little Eurocent coins,
so I thought I could get rid of them now. When I counted my collection
of fivers and tens and put them onto the desk, I noticed the receptionist’s
face, looking at me as if I was an extra-terrestrial creature. Berlin has this
very particular concept of public services where you are first expected to
apologize if you have a question before you are told to find out the answer yourself. So even if didn’t expect a friendly service anymore, I was
ever so slightly shocked about this despicable attitude to small coins – it’s
money for Gods sake and if you have enough of them you can go and
change it into a banknote!!!
I went into the exhibition space showing three pieces by Simon Starling.
Neither the exhibition space looks really temporary but much more like
any Kunsthalle in any place all over the world. I spotted a little door and
approached it in order to go into the next space, but when I came closer
I noticed a sign announcing a restaurant behind the door. So I had paid 6
Euro for an exhibition space with one room showing three works by one
artist. Hm… not very pleasing!
Meeting my artist friends for coffee I asked them about their opinion of
Temporary Kunsthalle. They have actually never been there, neither for
an opening nor for a show. None of us could find a good reason why this
Kunsthalle should be necessary or what it stands for. The concept of being temporary is certainly interesting, but why should it lead to an architecture that doesn’t reflect in any sense what a temporary exhibition
structure means but instead tries to look exactly the same like any other
European Kunsthalle, just by cheaper means? A bookshop that looks the
same, a reception that looks the same with prices that are the same; an
exhibition hall that is big but not great; and on top of that a restaurant in
an area already stuffed with café bars, museum restaurants and whatever
other places to have drinks and food.
This is what I meant before with the intellectual level of the place: There
is no vision, there is no inspiration, the only thing there seems to be is
somebody who wants a Kunsthalle in the very same way as a little girl

Baker’s Dozen
11th November - 13th December
Private View on Sunday 8th November
CGP London, Southwark Park, London
www.cafegalleryprojects.com

wants a sweet at Dunking Donuts. I like Simon Starling, but does showing
his work – or that of Katharina Grosse or at the moment Allora & Calzadilla, all artists of the first annual programme – really enrich contemporary art discourse in a city like Berlin? There is absolutely nothing daring that I could see, neither from an architectural, nor institutional, nor
artistic point of view. Instead Temporary Kunsthalle seems eager to line
up with all other existing (non temporary) bluechip places: No risk, no
vision, no intellectual stimulation but just a status quo copy of an already
existing museum scheme. Has anybody been waiting for this? Does it offer any new perspective of what institutions and initiatives of contemporary art are capable of? Does it reflect temporariness in any kind of way?
Unfortunately not.

Update: London
By update_zurich@gmx.net

Watch out! Ex-Gallerist Alex Pollazzon was seen at Liste Basel this
year. In 2006 he opened a glamorous gallery on Howland Street, Central London. His promising program included quite a few Swiss artists,
among them Vidya Gastaldon, Andreas Dobler, David Renggli and Fabian Marti. After a successful start, the gallery’s financial situation got
tight by the end of 2007. Nevertheless Pollazzon continued his program,
but without paying the artists for sold works, abusing the trust people put
in him. He got entangled in a mess of lies, becoming a master of delaying tactics. After the liquidation of the company, he disappeared from
the scene and walked out of the bill with many issues unsolved. Because
of unpaid storage space, some artists are still waiting to get their works
back. Since he’s showing his face again at art parties, be aware that he
might be looking for new contacts. This guy is not only a shame for the
art world, but also a crook!

Alexandre Pollazzon (left) with a friend (right) at Liste art fair in Basel.
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Update: Zurich
By tati_x@gmx.net

Little Red Riding Hood
As I have heard of WeAreTheArtists several times but didn’t know what
it is, I googled it and came to a text called ‘Dinner at Presenhuber’. It’s
been a long time I haven’t had such a laugh! My neighbours must have
thought that I had gone nuts or taken some drugs, because there was just
my isolated laughter coming out of the window into the backyard…
It’s also because I have a little story myself, a telling example out of this
well known art decadence. Presenhuber actually called me once – then I
only vaguely knew her name (oh dear) – and told me that she was interested in my work; she wanted me to show her some samples at her gallery
in Zurich. But then I was actually totally stressed with putting together
my big Manor-Prize exhibition and I was working day and night. So I
said (imagine!): ‚Well, basically yes, but now I actually don’t have time,
so what about later?’ Glingglong...! However, she said I should contact
her again in one or two weeks, I can’t remember really. Of course it
took much more time in the end, also because after the opening of my
show I was busy with working on the catalogue. But I thought: Hey,
she’s a pro and certainly takes it as a sign of a real artist, if the work is
more important than a cheap instant effect kind of fame!
Well thought, but badly done. When I sent her an email, announcing
that my show is open and I am ready for a meeting now, I only got a
short reply by one of her assistants, telling me that Eva was not around
and would get back to me in this matter. Time passed by and finally I
decided to join the upcoming opening at the gallery; there I was chatting with the artists of the gallery and was flattered by the assistant who
told me how much she had liked my Manor-Prize show. So I thought
this is going to be easy; Eva and the assistant must have discussed my
show and would both have the same opinion…uiuiui!
So Little Red Riding Hood waited bravely and moved closer to the front
of the office rooms, where some orange juice was served (the door was
locked as somebody seemed to have an audience there already). Meanwhile the other guests had left the opening, but I was sure that my personal presence would be a nice and welcomed surprise for Eva. The assistant finally came back; a bit confused and very sincere she told me
that Mrs Presenhuber had no interest in my work and it would not fit
into her gallery concept. So Little Red Riding Hood became Litte Shit
Riding Hood… Ever so slightly irritated I walked along the street to
the tram stop. There was something in the air, something very familiar and banal; I still remember it was the summer heat that smelled like
gasoline and the asphalt of the streets. This was my world somehow; I
shook my head, still wondering at these recent events. It wasn’t until
much later when I could understand it all; I really had been like the innocent stupid Little Red Riding Hood.

